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Reuters -- a group of select usiness rands with a massive gloal audience - have recentl joined forces to create the Pangaea Alliance on the Ruicon
Project advertising automation cloud. Ja Sears, Senior Vice President
Marketplace Development at Ruicon Project recentl discussed advertising
automation and the rationale for Pangaea with Tim Gentr of Guardian News
& Media.

(Photo aove: Ja Sears of Ruicon Project, left, and Tim Gentr of Guardian
News & Media at the Agenc Leaders Smposium in Hunter Valle, Australia
during the fall of 2015.)
YOUR NAM: Tim Gentr
YOUR COMPANY: Guardian News & Media
YOUR TITL: Gloal Revenue Director
SARS: What do ou read to keep up with politics, art and culture?
GNTRY: The Guardian, The conomist, New York Times
SARS: What do ou read to keep up with friends?
GNTRY: Faceook, Strava
SARS: What do ou read to keep up with our industr?
GNTRY: AdAge, Ad Week, Campaign, xchangeWire, etc. as curated 
Twitter
SARS: What's our favorite commercial of all time?
GNTRY: Honda -- The Cog
SARS: With regards to advertising automation and programmatic, what are
https://www.mediavillage.com/article/guardianthepangaeaalliancequalityprogrammaticatglobalscale/
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the Guardian's three iggest compan-wide initiatives for 2016?
GNTRY:
1. eond Viewailit. We launched a viewailit optimized responsive site last
quarter. We've seen ver ig lifts in overall viewailit; this coming quarter we will
look at how we package and present our inventor -- directl and automated -- to
help advertisers unlock the new value that is eing created. We've also just
launched Guardian Response+ Assured in the UK -- a new premium
programmatic product, which guarantees that 100% advertisers' spend will e
viewed  real people.
2. Data. We've alwas een leaders in our use of data from our first ehavioral
partnerships with Audience Science in 2005 to the launch of GR+ in 2013, ut the
Guardian generates so much interesting data that the work is ongoing. The next
phase is all aout joining up some of the new data sets that are eing created,
with a focus on our unique in house insights and improving visiilit of these data
sets across the inventor stack.
3. People. The team and expertise continues to grow; we've now got experts in
Australia and the US, as well as in London working on the Guardian and Pangaea
-- commercial leaders, sales people and analsts with product expertise with
ackgrounds from pulishing to ig five tech and trading desks. Helping them e
at their est continues to e our most important initiative from which everthing
else flows
SARS: What was the rationale for the Guardian joining the Pangaea
cooperative? What is the opportunit?
GNTRY: We were looking at some fundamental trends across the industr -the gloalization and growth of news, the increasing demand for content and the
growing audiences for a range of news rands like Guardian and The New York
https://www.mediavillage.com/article/guardianthepangaeaalliancequalityprogrammaticatglobalscale/
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Times, as well as for uzzfeed and Vice. We also looked at the continued growth
of programmatic -- 47% of UK spend last ear -- as well as the increasing
importance of first part data and the consolidating environment on the suppl
side. We looked at all these factors and thought long and hard aout what this
meant for the industr and what was missing.
The Guardian led the formation of Pangaea ecause we firml elieve in the
value proposition of qualit audiences in trusted environments, which can e
delivered at scale. We elieve this is a huge step forwards in solving increasing
advertiser concerns aout trust and transparenc of programmatic
solutions. Pangaea offers advertisers a targeted audience solution that draws
from cross-pulisher ehavioral insights. Put simpl, this enales us to comine
the individual strengths of the alliance pulishers to create unique segments that
are delivered ack across the Pulisher sites.
SARS: What is the current state or the near term plan to integrate Pangaea
into the Guardian's sales and operations?
GNTRY: It has taken an education effort, ut we shouldn't e surprised as we
are working in rand new territor! Pangaea's small team is well integrated into
the Guardian's current operations and is comprised of seconds from the existing
usiness, led  new hires Fiona McKinnon and Cadi Jones. Fiona joined us with
a wealth of international digital and usiness experience and Cadi joined us from
Yahoo! having most recentl led programmatic efforts across Northern
urope. The Guardian sales team also plas a ke role in evangelizing the
product to existing agencies and advertisers.
SARS: Media owner first part data is a ke leverage point for the est
known media rands. How do ou leverage our first part independentl
and how is media owner first part data leveraged with Pangaea?
GNTRY: Independentl, Pangaea pulishers offer a wide range of solutions
https://www.mediavillage.com/article/guardianthepangaeaalliancequalityprogrammaticatglobalscale/
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ased on their individual first part data. The Pangaea audiences are
comprised ehavioral data from the founding memers and have far greater
scale than each individual pulisher could achieve on its own. These data
segments are comprised of cross-pulisher content consumption and allow
advertisers to find users across all sites.
Pangaea currentl has targeted segments comined within ke contextual
channels in four regions (UK, USA, APAC and Gloal). An example of these
comined audiences would e usiness Travellers and Personal Finance.
The Guardian itself has three core products:
Guardian Response+ -- leveraging audience data at a log level to optimize
to campaign KPIs
Audiences not Platforms -- using 80+ audience segments to plan randing
campaigns across the Guardian's cross platform audience
Guardian Las -- which uses audience data to inform our approach to telling
rand stories.
We also have a range of PMPs availale via platforms such as Ruicon Orders.
SARS: Ad automation/programmatic has een used smartl as the "tip of
the spear" for entr into gloal markets. Have ou pursued this strateg
independentl? And does Pangaea contriute to this strateg?
GNTRY: In oth the US and Australia our usiness as we started was largel
automated, ut as we've invested in those markets and seen the appetite that
exists oth for the Guardian's unique stle of journalism and opportunities for
advertisers to engage with our growing audiences the teams and the complexit
of commercial offerings have grown. Here in Australia for example, our fastest
growing work is in helping advertisers tell rand stories with Guardian Las.
https://www.mediavillage.com/article/guardianthepangaeaalliancequalityprogrammaticatglobalscale/
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With Pangaea, we now have the scale to feature in more markets in the wa that
we found ourselves unale to alone in the US and Australia and to e relevant to
a wider range of uers for oth local and pan-regional udgets. So long as we
see our earl signs of encouragement pla out, this then gives us the platform to
make etter informed decisions aout our investment in journalism and audience
growth in other markets.
SARS: Tell us the aout the gloal advertising operations of the Guardian.
GNTRY: We've seen our 194-ear-old usiness transform over the last few
ears from the 9th largest newspaper in the UK to ecome one of the world's top
sources of qualit news. We are still working hard to grow our operations and
commercial footprint at the pace of the changing ehavior of our audiences.
Toda we have revenues of around $330m, over half of which is digital, and
commercial teams centred in UK, the US and Australia. In US and Australia
audiences, revenues and teams are growing ver quickl; we're in start-up mode,
whilst in the UK we have a mature usiness where the growth is more stale ut
the energ required to transform ahead of the pace of our audiences and the
market is remarkale.
SARS: Tell us our view -- draw an analog etween the automation of
television and a uropean footall game. Are we in the pre-game? Still
driving to the stadium?
GNTRY: In m view we are in the pre-game. Some significant moves have een
made to make TV more addressale, eg  Sk. YouTue viewing on TV is
increasing rapidl, ut the ig mone remains in linear.
SARS: Can linear TV e automated, es or no?
GNTRY: I'm sure it can e technicall. We've found a wa with most other media
so the arriers are surel around economics and change management. The
https://www.mediavillage.com/article/guardianthepangaeaalliancequalityprogrammaticatglobalscale/
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question is, does it make good sense to invest the time in leading the
change and are we willing to?
SARS: What two-three events or happenings will accelerate the automation
of television?
GNTRY: 1) The growth of audience time spent with addressale video. 2. Once
audience growth has happened, marketer recognition of improved value in
addressale media relative to linear. For example in the UK, ecause of the TV
trading model, in linear TV ou get significantl less for the same investment
toda as ou did a ear ago. ut the power of the medium in reaching large
audiences in one go and proven ROI models means it still makes sense.
SARS: Which of the following will accelerate the automation of site direct
(direct orders) udget? Pick all that appl:
A) Dnamic access to all pulisher inventor [vs. just "remnant" or "auction"]
) Ailit to leverage pulisher first part data
C) Ailit to leverage advertiser first part data
D) Availailit of rich media, expandale units and larger IA Rising Star
formats
) Ailit to more easil curate audiences for specific advertisers across the
premium content of multiple pulishers
GNTRY: A, C, D and . Not , ecause this is alread availale in a iddale
environment.
SARS: Tell us a it more aout ou.
GNTRY: Weekends for me consist of juggling time etween m wife, m sons
aged 12 and 17, m ikes, friends and church. I'd happil devote the whole
weekend to an one of them.
https://www.mediavillage.com/article/guardianthepangaeaalliancequalityprogrammaticatglobalscale/
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SARS: If ou could go to the airport right now with friends or famil and fl
anwhere in the world for vacation, who would ou take and where would
ou go?
GNTRY: Right now (as I write this) I would gra m immediate famil and one
famil of friends and fl to Portland, Jamaica, eat amazingl, and pass the time
with dominoes, reading and swimming.
SARS: If ou could create an endowment to fund an existing non-profit ou
designated, what luck non-profit organization would that e?
GNTRY: It would have to e Oxfam, an international confederation of 17
organizations working in approximatel 94 countries worldwide to find solutions
to povert and what it considers injustice around the world.
SARS: What is our favorite restaurant in the world?
GNTRY: Istrenn Passion, a great place in Trinite Sur Mer, rittan, France. It's an
oster shed, right  the sea, run  two of the coolest Frenchmen ou could
ever meet who do it all -- get the food out of the sea, prepare it and serve it. The
menu is fruit de mer, frites and two choices of wine, sancerre or sancerre.
SARS: Thanks, Tim!

The opinions and points of view expressed in this commentar are exclusivel
the views of the author and do not necessaril represent the views of
MediaVillage.com/MersizNet, Inc. management or associated loggers.
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Ja Sears
Ja Sears is SVP Marketplace Development for Ruicon Project (NYS: RUI),
working with management and usiness unit heads across the compan to
expand Ruicon Project’s market. He works across the media owner and
advertiser sides of ... read more
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